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In an attempt to seize total control over national security and
bypass congress, a frightening new step by the Obama
Administration is coming into play. As noted
(http://online.wsj.com/article
/SB10001424127887323476304578197503933266898.html) in
Friday’s Wall Street Journal in an op-ed by John Bolton and
John Woo, a State Department advisory group that is run by
former Secretary of Defense William Perry is advising that the
U.S. and Russia both reduce nuclear weapons without a treaty, as
a treaty would require ratification by Congress. This would allow
Obama and his executive branch to unilaterally cut our nuclear
weaponry and ignore the treaty clause of the Constitution.

As Bolton and Woo point out, the US has a greater global responsibility than Russia; Iran
and North Korea, neither of which is far from Russian interests, can only be countered by
U.S. military strength. In addition, they note that Russia is not a trustworthy partner in
weapons reduction; it has violated many arms-control agreements, such as the 1991
Presidential Nuclear Initiatives.

Some of the inherent problems in the seizure by this executive branch of decision-making
power is Barack Obama’s desire to deeply cut our nuclear forces. A joint decision with
Russia would place long-term limits on our cache of arms, thus placing constraints on us
catching up if Russia decides to go ahead and build and the blurring of the lines
deliberately drawn by the Constitution’s Framers separating the executive and legislative
branches power.

Obama has made no secret of his desire to dismantle our nuclear capacity; the New Start
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Treaty he championed in 2011 forced the U.S. to observe a ceiling of 700 strategic delivery
vehicles and 1,550 strategic warheads, and this past March he stated his desire to cut our
arsenal further:

“ … a step we have never taken before – reducing not only our strategic nuclear
warheads but also tactical weapons and warheads in reserve.”

It is naïve to assume that Obama is simply blind to the results of his actions and trusts the
world around him to act with generosity. There has been too much evidence of Russia’s
support of Iran’s nuclear weapons program, and Russia has cunningly avoided supporting
sanctions on North Korea for its rocket launches; in December, Georgy Toloraya, Director
of Korean Research at the Institute of Economics, simply said (http://english.ruvr.ru
/2012_12_12/Russia-regrets-North-Korea-s-rocket-launch/):

"In Russia we believe that resolutions must be observed and UN decisions must be
implemented. We think that North Korea has the right for space explorations but only
after all the issues linked with the UN sanctions banning rocket launches with the use
of ballistic technologies are settled. It is necessary to divide two aspects - we support
the discussion of the rocket launch issue by the UN Security Council but we don’t
think that this must automatically mean tougher sanctions against Pyongyang.”

Obama knows all this. His step-by-step evisceration of the United States is not confined to
its economic system but its national defense as well.
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and 32 others liked this.

A  LIKE REPLY 22 hours ago 322 Likes F

The Congress is negligent in standing and holding up our Constitution and the branches of government!

They have allowed this fraud...this enemy of the United States of America to take us down...one piece at a time.

Remember...when the 'massa' spoke in soft tones to the Russian leader...and said wait until after the election

and then he would have more of an ability to work with them...and now he is!

IMPEACH THIS BUMM...BEFORE THE DESTRUCTION OF AMERICA IS COMPLETE!

EILEEN_FOR_FREEDOM_LIBERTY

A  LIKE REPLY 22 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 208 Likes F

AMEN! IMPEACH HIM!  WE NEED TO BE HORNETS IN OUR CONGRESSMEN'S BONNETS UNTIL

THEY START DOING WHAT THEY ARE PAID TO DO!

PALIN ECOALITION

A  LIKE REPLY 20 hours ago in reply to Palin ECoalition 154 Likes F

Impeach, Imprison the Incompetent Imposter. oBUMao is an UN-American

ACT.

DEAN CROUCH JR.

 Everyone - get the media involved.  Send this article to particulars on MSNBC, CNN and

FOX.  Do not let this slide.  Show your outrage.  If enough people complain, they cannot ignore

SPLASHES
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A  LIKE REPLY 19 hours ago in reply to Palin ECoalition 88 Likes F

this story.  Also, send it to your large local newspapers (online), find the editor's email and

send it.  Do not let this joker's actions slide.

A  LIKE 19 hours ago in reply to Splashes 80 Likes F

You are under the impression they are unaware? 

DEMI VERONA

A  LIKE 19 hours ago in reply to Splashes 100 Likes F

The Marxist Media has been complicit in this attitude - thus they will not step up and

support our sovereign status as a Nation. They are all about the "blending" of One

World Order. Who knows...someone (in the money power-houses) may have even

promised Barry to be the Grand Pooooo-Bah.

I have always maintained that this man will slowly, and methodically dismantle our way

of life...until he has made us into a 3rd World banana republic....and a dictatorship.

Unless something stops the process, he will continue.

STANDFORLIBERTY

A  LIKE 18 hours ago in reply to Splashes 69 Likes F

Sorry, but you must be new to this country. All those you have listed above are NOT

ever going to be on opposing sides of this administration.  We haven't any media in

this country doing their jobs. They are nothing more than cheerleaders. 

TIM HIGGINS

A  LIKE 18 hours ago in reply to Splashes 41 Likes F

THEY will twist it to suit themselfs, the MSM is not here for what is right anymore. The

bigger the lie the better they like it,and their leftest agenda is all that means anything

to them. These pepole are not behind us they are behind a one hundred year old

agenda started by WOODROW WILSON.

BOGGIE62

A  LIKE 9 hours ago in reply to Splashes 10 Likes F

When the media gets the info, all they're going to do is put it in the round file, next to

the shredder

NECHEDJABO

A  LIKE 6 hours ago in reply to Splashes 8 Likes F

Do you really think the media gives a damn what this guy does? They are on his side.

What we need is a total boycott of the network media. Not hard to do, just don't watch

the network media news shows. A few months of that and maybe they will come

around. They love Obama, but they love money more. If you dont watch, the

advertises won't advertise.

OLIAS52

A  LIKE REPLY 18 hours ago in reply to Palin ECoalition 27 Likes F

 I pound on my useless congressman constantly, to no avail.

You call him, Paul Ryan at 1-800-rino

REDNECKKK

A  LIKE REPLY 18 hours ago in reply to Palin ECoalition 4 Likes F

 Yawn! Do right-wing teabagger rethugs ever get tired of screeching and making up

nonsense?! America has grown so tired of your antics.

WHAT_WHAT_WHAT

"America has grown so tired of your antics". 

 I see you have the same narcisstic mind-set of your King.  How dare you speak for

TEXASLADY68 …
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A  LIKE 17 hours ago in reply to what_what_what 83 Likes F

America!  You and all the other Obama toe lickers have ensured the destruction of

America.

This article is "made up"?  Wow, I have never seen such a large number of brain

washed losers.  

It must be nice to live in a Fairytale. Unfortunately for you, the title of your story is

"Watch out for the Wolf in Sheeps Clothing." 

A  LIKE 17 hours ago in reply to Texaslady68 16 Likes F

Lady of Texas,

Just responded to LeaMore27 the following:

L27, I ask you a very simple question, if what you have just stated was true, then why

would your liberal MSM not already been on this? Are you saying you are the first in

the liberal universe to discover this blatent misrepresentation? Wouldn't you think the

MSM would want to make blood sausage out of Bolton?

MINNESOTA1

A  LIKE 16 hours ago in reply to minnesota1 21 Likes F

There is no such thing as a simple question for a libtard. The answer will be the

chirping crickets.

Number 27 has it backwards, it is the Guardian article that is the "Fluff" piece so they

can continue pulling the wool over their eyes.

This has to be the Zombie Apocolyse! With one difference, we are watching the Living

Brain Dead.

TEXASLADY68 …

A  LIKE 17 hours ago in reply to what_what_what 26 Likes F

WWW, You are the one living in your own reality, fool. I crown you King of the Low

Information Voter. Wear your tiara with pride.

BATCOUNTRY

A  LIKE 16 hours ago in reply to what_what_what 2 Likes F

It's what they do

PROUDCANUCKLEHEAD

A  LIKE 14 hours ago in reply to what_what_what 18 Likes F

This is just a person who is paid to comment on blogs that expose truth about what is

happening in Amerika today!  If they can interject ideas negatively about the subject, it

creates a doubt that it could really happen here.  Yes people, we are losing our way of

life and it is snowballing greatly.  The collapse of the dollar was orchestrated decades

ago and is now culminating to a finish.  Don't expect a dollar to buy you a gumball next

year.

RON MCLAREN

A  LIKE 7 hours ago in reply to what_what_what 12 Likes F

Ok you mindless idiot - fu(k you and the unicorn you rode in on. I for one am tired of

your side's BS and name-calling and will resort to your tactics as needed. Now is a

good opportunity. You and pieces of sh1t like you have no concept of sense, facts,

reality or anything other than your perverted ideology. A sickness that has elevated,

and now legitimized the most far-left, ineperienced radical ever to hold the presidency.

Now look around you and tell the millions of unemployed, on food stamps or otherwise

depressed by this oppressive administration that they're just screetching. You fu(king

piece of sh1t - you make me sick. That's right, what, what, what - how appropriate is

your name anyway because that's WHAT you'll be asking when you realize WHAT

happened to this beautiful country at the hands of a community organizer - you

j@ckass!

EMMANUEL
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A  LIKE 7 hours ago in reply to what_what_what 1 Like F

 It is good to know who the zombies are.  Most try to hide.

CHICAGO76

A  LIKE 6 hours ago in reply to what_what_what 2 Likes F

Peglosi is that you...?

BRONX

A  LIKE 2 hours ago in reply to what_what_what 1 Like F

 You like that tea bagger word eh, You must have some experience with that.

JOHN

A  LIKE 2 hours ago in reply to what_what_what F

Does this article not concernyou? You are mite interested in name calling then?

TERRY G. MCCLINTON

A  LIKE 2 hours ago in reply to what_what_what F

  Anybody see where that can of troll repellent got to?

PENNALTO

A  LIKE REPLY 21 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 54 Likes F

I appreciate your mindset, but systemic corruption isn't curable by personnel changes.  And with half the

citizenry consisting of habituated dependents, with 11 states having more such takers than makers (net

contributors), the rot is well beyond the governing class. We are simply NOT the civilization that rose to

greatness.

Let's face reality. We spend like France (42% of GDP), but pay only American sized taxes (24% of

GDP). Rethink everything and plan for a continued slouch into irrelevancy, punctuated by bouts of

Fannie Mayhem.

My New Years wish is for taxpayers to embrace cultural diversity by putting the severed heads of the

governing class on sticks in their front yards, all across the nation.

But I'm not holding my breath.

TYLERNULL OF YOUTUBE

A  LIKE REPLY 20 hours ago in reply to TylerNull of YouTube 22 Likes F

Normally...removing one does not always make a difference...but in this case...I believe it will.

Since this NWO puppet came on the scene...more like him have come forward with their own

evil...to help him.

So many times all it takes is one 'charlie manson' to lead others equally as evil astray doing

their dirty work...and that is what we have here in our White House.

Remove him...the other cockroaches will crawl back into the woodwork!

EILEEN_FOR_FREEDOM_LIBERTY

A  LIKE REPLY 10 hours ago in reply to TylerNull of YouTube 1 Like F

I think we must start with the heads of the leftist talking heads and the Libtard goons who also

spout the kool-aid laced diarhea the likes of what the what spews from the party line.

GEORGE MCADOO

A  LIKE REPLY 7 hours ago in reply to TylerNull of YouTube 4 Likes F

Tyler, there is reality in what you say.  Conservatives need to project their future and develop a

hundred year plan that will return this country to Constitutional greatness.  Problem is, it's a

question of visionary leadership, unity of a critical mass of citizens, and creating a strategic

plan.  At this point, all we can hope for is Term-Limits, and an explosion of growth of, and

perhaps union, between the Tea Party and the Libertarians.

JAMES
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A  LIKE REPLY 20 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 49 Likes F

Impeach, Imprison the Incompetent Imposter. oBUMao is an UN-American

ACT.

DEAN CROUCH JR.

A  LIKE REPLY 20 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 41 Likes F

vote either Allen West or Sarah Palin as the new Speaker.

STORMWAVES …

A  LIKE REPLY 19 hours ago in reply to Stormwaves 20 Likes F

Allen West as Speaker,  sheeeit, that would be worth seeing.

JONATHAN

A  LIKE 9 hours ago in reply to Jonathan 9 Likes F

Jonathan, you're on to something.  The House Speaker does NOT have to be an

elected official.  I don't know how the process would work, but I do know the Speaker

does not have to be an elected House member.  Don't know about the Senate.  West

would be terrific as Speaker. 

CAROL

A  LIKE 8 hours ago in reply to Jonathan 8 Likes F

 You are right.  He would be the biggest thorn in Obummer's backside and also dirty

Harry Reid.

REDWOLF6911

A  LIKE REPLY 10 hours ago in reply to Stormwaves 9 Likes F

Allen West - yeeah buddy.

OURFOUNDINGFATHER

A  LIKE 9 hours ago in reply to ourfoundingfather 3 Likes F

At least Allen West has "some' Since!!

BALLARD KAMEES

A  LIKE REPLY 20 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 57 Likes F

"Negligent" is right. And the article is right, "...step-by-step evisceration of the United States...".

Obama repeatedly seizes new powers, almost casually, with scant opposition from other branches of

government.

They all took an oath to the Constitution. At what point will some of them start living up to it?

THELINEISDRAWN

A  LIKE REPLY 2 hours ago in reply to TheLineIsDrawn F

About a week before election, that is IF anyone is paying attention at all!

TERRY G. MCCLINTON

A  LIKE REPLY 19 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 17 Likes F

It didn't just start with him. They've been absent for decades. 

DEMI VERONA

 Your right Demi and Line they won't.  As you watch what they are doing look how much easier

it is becoming for them to take more and more of our liberties.  But soon, the words of Thomas

Jefferson will come to light , "Every now and then the tree of liberty must be watered with the

blood of patriots and of tyrants." That time is nearing.

VALERIA LINDHOLM
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15 hours ago in reply to Demi Verona 12 Likes FA  LIKE REPLY

A  LIKE 10 hours ago in reply to Valeria Lindholm 9 Likes F

we just have to keep our powder dry, and DO NOT register anything

LYNN GRAHAM

A  LIKE 9 hours ago in reply to Valeria Lindholm 7 Likes F

That Time is "HERE"!!! REVOLT!!! Countrymen!!!

BALLARD KAMEES

A  LIKE REPLY 18 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 24 Likes F

He keeps bypassing congress...with the Senate's help.  Over and over again.  Greenhouse gases.

 Unemployment compensation, no budget.  You have to wonder if the guy is working his way to

dictatorial powers.

JOHNNYGENERIC

A  LIKE REPLY 17 hours ago in reply to johnnygeneric 12 Likes F

You know the thing we can do...is to light the fire under this Congress before he gives away

everything from under us.

Call/email and express yourself.   It is almost that we have to call daily...with numerous

things...the Speakership...the raising of taxes and/or the debt ceiling, taking away of our

guns...

AMERICA...WE SHOULD NOT HAVE TO INSTRUCT OUR CONGRESS TO DO WHAT

SHOULD BE THEIR JOB....BUT WE DO...AND WE MUST!

EILEEN_FOR_FREEDOM_LIBERTY

A  LIKE REPLY 14 hours ago in reply to johnnygeneric 15 Likes F

The only thing I wonder about is why we let him steal the last election?

RON MCLAREN

A  LIKE 10 hours ago in reply to Ron McLaren 12 Likes F

FINALLY.....I thought it was just me....if anyone steals from me, Im going to do

everything in my power to see that justice is done....what did we hear out of the RNC,

or Mitt?????   crickets.....WE ARE IN FOR A RUDE AWAKENING!!!!!

LYNN GRAHAM

A  LIKE 8 hours ago in reply to Ron McLaren 9 Likes F

I think many  citizens do not believe what is happening could happen in the USA. We

have trusted our elected leaders to do the right thing. That has become a fatal error. I

know as do many here that Obama stole the last election. Our so called Republicans

in Congress rolled over and played dead.  It is obvious normal every day patriots will

need to rise to the occasion. We can depend on no one or nothing else.

PATTI BRILL

A  LIKE 8 hours ago in reply to Patti Brill 5 Likes F

 He stole his first selection too.

GENIE SMITH

A  LIKE 2 hours ago in reply to Ron McLaren F

Tee hee hee!

VOLUNTEER0987

A  LIKE REPLY 9 hours ago in reply to johnnygeneric 3 Likes F

 Unfortunately there's no wondering about it...

MDTLJT
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A  LIKE REPLY 8 hours ago in reply to johnnygeneric 7 Likes F

Yes he is working his way to dictatorial  powers. This was always his plan. He hates America

and the founding fathers. There is absolutely nothing in Obama's past that would indicate

anything different. He is not incompetent he is doing this on purpose. We patriots must stick

together. Do Not register your guns/rifles. Remember the only way for evil to triumph is for

good men/women to do nothing. Patriots the time has come for us to take our country back.

PATTI BRILL

A  LIKE REPLY 17 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 16 Likes F

 Maybe it's time for the military to step in and dismantle what the enemy of the American people is

attempting....

SANDY CARRINGTON

A  LIKE REPLY 17 hours ago in reply to Sandy Carrington 10 Likes F

Fat chance of that...look at what happened in Benghazi...the lot of military brass...appears not

to be what it used to be!

EILEEN_FOR_FREEDOM_LIBERTY

A  LIKE REPLY 11 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 9 Likes F

North Korea gave us Kim Jong Il!

Now they have Kim Jong Un!

And America has Kim Jong Obama!

Tyranny is here! It's called Obama!

SBENARD

A  LIKE REPLY 0 minutes ago in reply to sbenard F

Then move. Please. For god sake, just move...

DIANNA LORA …

A  LIKE REPLY 11 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 8 Likes F

if the president indeed takes such an action then that is treason. there is no discussion about it. the

man will have to be removed from office no matter what the consequences.

OLDWHITEGUY

A  LIKE REPLY 9 hours ago in reply to oldwhiteguy 5 Likes F

Nobody is going to remove him. Most on the right on in on it too. They have a script to follow

with a tight time schedule. America has already been taken. The only thing left is how we

react.

ALLENEMIESFORIEGNANDDOMESTIC

A  LIKE 8 hours ago in reply to AllEnemiesForiegnAndDomestic 2 Likes F

We the people must act to take our country back. Our Congress is not the answer.

They are the problem. We can't let them win.

PATTI BRILL

A  LIKE REPLY 10 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 6 Likes F

This is what barry meant by "flexibility"!

JONNOT

A  LIKE REPLY 9 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty F

The voters have given this country the wrong Congress for any of this to happen.

Maybe, if we're still here in 2014....

JOYTRAIN

 Think Dems, voter fraud and the "gimme" voters.

REDWOLF6911
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A  LIKE REPLY 8 hours ago in reply to joytrain 4 Likes F

A  LIKE REPLY 9 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 5 Likes F

This is frightening.  Remember when he told Medvedev (spelling?) to tell Putin that 'after I'm elected I'll

take have a lot more power' when he was asked about nuclear arms reduction.  Is the man simply

stupid or is he demonic?  Can't Congress do anything to stop him?  If not, why do we have a

Congress? 

CAROL

A  LIKE REPLY 8 hours ago in reply to carol 4 Likes F

 Demonic and a Communist nails it I think.

REDWOLF6911

A  LIKE REPLY 9 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 5 Likes F

What truly befuddles me is why the vaunted FBI aren't able to get their hands on Obama's College

Records

FBI has the means to do so, somebody must have bought them off not to do it

NECHEDJABO

A  LIKE REPLY 9 hours ago in reply to Nechedjabo 3 Likes F

The 'massa' owns everything in Washington...except the House!

And he owns the majority in Congress...leaving 'real' Americans out in the cold.

He can really do anything he wants at this point...and I guess their are no patriots and

Americans left in the Democratzi 'loon' party who do have the power to stop him...but won't!

GOD BLESS AMERICA...

EILEEN_FOR_FREEDOM_LIBERTY

A  LIKE REPLY 8 hours ago in reply to Nechedjabo 4 Likes F

Bingo! Follow the money.

RON MCLAREN

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 1 Like F

Impeachment? Never gonna happen. Besides, there'd never be a conviction in the rat controlled

Senate.

ARTIE

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty 1 Like F

 Remember the Ross Perot sucking sound? It's here again, it's the sucking sound of the brains being

sucked out of Americans who voted for  the liar OBOZO .

This from an article in the WSJ.

JOHN

A  LIKE REPLY 1 minute ago in reply to Eileen_for_Freedom_Liberty F

  I'd rather just drop Mr.'Flexible' down the nearest open manhole.

PENNALTO

A  LIKE REPLY 22 hours ago 21 Likes F

"Flexibility" in action.

JOHN HOWARD

A  LIKE REPLY 22 hours ago 65 Likes F

Impeachment is the solution.

RICHARDSH
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A  LIKE REPLY 20 hours ago in reply to richardsh 48 Likes F

I'd be ok with a military coup.  Much quicker and probably more successful.  Its come to this.

DUKELACROSSE20

A  LIKE REPLY 14 hours ago in reply to DukeLaCrosse20 1 Like F

That will be alot of people's choices soon, but it will come at a great expense because that is

what the gov wants us to think!  Accept more police action, military control!  Does anyone

study history?

RON MCLAREN

A  LIKE 12 hours ago in reply to Ron McLaren 8 Likes F

" ...more police action, military control!"

You are getting more of that anyway.

Your Second Amendment gives you the right to bear arms so that you can organize

and maintain a well regulated militia when necessary to the security of a free state. As

a foreign observer for whom the depredations of this administration will also have

untoward consequences, I would think that this report demonstrates that your free

state's security is threatened and you are a bit behind in taking steps to obviate that

threat, which should therefore be taken PDQ.

MALFLEUR

A  LIKE REPLY 52 minutes ago in reply to DukeLaCrosse20 F

The Oath Keepers. They're probably are only hope.

IO9F

A  LIKE REPLY 20 hours ago in reply to richardsh 21 Likes F

Impeach, Imprison the Incompetent Imposter. oBUMao is an UN-American

ACT.

DEAN CROUCH JR.

A  LIKE REPLY 8 hours ago in reply to Dean Crouch Jr. 1 Like F

 The House could impeach him, but Harry Reid and the Democratic controlled Senate would

block it.

REDWOLF6911

A  LIKE REPLY 8 hours ago in reply to richardsh 1 Like F

Impeachment must be followed by conviction in the Senate.  Do you honestly think that's going to

happen with Dirty Harry in charge?  Think Clinton.  Impeachment did nothing to him except make him a

multi-millionaire rock star among the hoi poloi as an ex-president.  Disgusting.  And he's a misogynistic

rapist as well.  Didn't hurt him a bit obviously.

GUSSY258

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago in reply to richardsh F

Without conviction, a solution to what? Millions spent and he skates and life goes on. Oobla dee, Oobla

dah.

This impeachment talk is nothing but a waste of breath.

ARTIE

A  LIKE REPLY 22 hours ago 47 Likes F

Congress has been abdicating its responsibility for decades.

THEREELEDEELE

A  LIKE REPLY 22 hours ago 37 Likes F

It's time to recall everyone and start over again. Only this time, they have the balls to stop Obama.

RITASOWDERS1972
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